Editorial Note

WITH this issue we introduce a change in the editorial policy of "Review."

Since its inception nearly three years ago, the entire contents of "Review" have been prepared and written by the staff of the Institute, under the supervision of the Editorial Committee. This course has had the advantage of reserving all the space in "Review" for expressing the Institute's own viewpoint on national questions. On the other hand it carries with it the danger of imparting a rather too narrow approach and character to the material published.

We now propose to modify this policy by publishing in each issue one article by an outside contributor, under the author's name. The remainder of "Review" will consist, as before, of the Institute's own material.

It is intended that each article will be an original contribution, exclusive to "Review," by a figure of national or world renown. The first article is by Professor D. B. Copland who writes on a vital subject: "The Limits of Social Control." As the outstanding figure in Australian economics, and as Commonwealth Prices Commissioner during the war, Professor Copland needs no introduction.

For the next issue we have made special arrangements for an article by the eminent English economist, R. F. Harrod, who is regarded by many to be the logical successor to Lord Keynes, and who is certainly among the top economists in the world today. Harrod will write on "Socialism According to the British Labour Party." This article will be of unusual interest and significance.

No effort will be spared to maintain our future contributors at this high standard. We believe that this policy may inaugurate a new era in Australian economic and industrial journalism, and will immensely widen the appeal and scope of "Review." At the same time we will preserve the distinctive character of the publication and its contents, on which has been built whatever reputation it has acquired.